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Abstract
The use of input-output analysis for the computation of secondary effects of final demand changes
is well-known. These 'final demand effects' can be calculated using technical coefficients and the
inverse of the Leontief matrix.
This paper offers an alternative to the use of technical coefficients. Its goal is threefold.
First of all degrees of dependency are defined and it is shown how they can be used to compute
secondary effects. Their definition is based on an input-output table.
Secondly the concept of secondary effects is extended to what is called indirect effects. These
indirect effects are not only related to final demand but to total industry output. It is shown how
these indirect effects can be calculated using technical coefficients or degrees of dependency. The
method used is a variant of the so-called Hypothetical Extraction Methods. Double counting is
avoided, as such the resulting multipliers are 'net multipliers'.
It is formally demonstrated that technical coefficients and degrees of dependency give the same
results when a recent input-output table is available. If this is not the case then the results are
different. It is impossible to say which of the two estimates is better. Since technical coefficients are
already broadly accepted, some examples are given to justify the use of degrees of dependency.
Finally it is explained how the unavailability of an input-output table can be solved. Starting from the
supply-use tables a 'quick and dirty method' to infer an input- output table is provided. This topic is
justified by the fact that for Belgium input-output tables are only published for those years that are
divisible by five, with a three year lag.
A short empirical analysis, based on currently available data, shows that technical coefficients and
degrees of dependency have comparable performance, with a slight advantage for the technical
coefficients. This performance is measured relative to a 'right' result, being the indirect effects for
the year 2000 computed using the now available input-output table for the year 2000. This result is
called 'right' because it does not make any assumptions on stability of technical coefficients nor of
degrees of dependency.
The empirical analysis also compares the use of a recent supply-use table to the use of an old
input-output table. Supply-use tables on average overestimate the 'right' result. They are however
often closest to the 'right' result at the first level.
Since these conclusions are based on limited data further analysis is required as more data
becomes available.
JEL Classification: C67, D57.
Key words: Indirect effects, Input-output analysis, degrees of dependency, technical coefficients,
net multiplier.
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0.

Introduction

In 2003 Coppens and van Gastel published an NBB Working Paper 1 on the importance of the car
manufacturing industry for the Belgian economy. Particular interest was devoted to the estimation
of the 'indirect effects', these are effects generated in the supplying sectors. The underlying reason
was the increasing trend towards outsourcing (the so-called lean production system).
A well-known technique for the computation of secondary effects2 is the use of technical
coefficients computed from input-output tables. However, at that moment the most recently
published input-output table for the Belgian economy was the one for 1990. Using this table to
estimate indirect effects for the year 2002 seemed inappropriate to the authors, especially as the
car manufacturing industry had undergone some fundamental reforms since 1990 3. Moreover, it
was known that a new methodology for the compilation of input-output tables had been introduced
with effect from 1995 (European System of Accounts 1995, ESA19954).
As the ESA1995 stipulated that input-output tables should be constructed from so-called supplyuse tables, recent supply-use tables were used to derive, under a set of hypotheses, inter-industry
relationships i.e. an input-output table.
The unavailability of a recent input-output table for the Belgian economy was only one of the
problems the authors were faced with. Besides this 'lack of data' there was also a methodological
problem to be solved.
Indeed, input-output analysis' goal is to study the impact of final demand changes. As such, it
allows to compute the secondary effects of final demand. The objective however was to measure
the importance of the presence of an industry, even when this industry only produces intermediary
consumption goods. It was for instance tried to measure the importance of the chemical industry
being present in a port area.
The chemical industry's output goes only partially to final demand; however, the other part is at
least as important, because it also generates derived or indirect effects in other sectors. This paper
describes a method to measure these 'indirect effects'.
Taking the indirect effects on employment as a specific example, it turns out that the 'indirect
employment' of an industry is the employment that is potentially affected by a delocalisation of that
industry.
Moreover an instrument (the degrees of dependency5) is defined that allows to analyse which of
the other branches of the economy will be most affected by such a delocalisation.
1

The method and its hypotheses are described in detail in the NBB working paper 38 . It has also
been applied to other industries (ICT, textile, ports sector ...).
In the current paper this method is formally compared to the use of technical coefficients known
from input-output analysis.
1
2

3
4
5

Coppens F., van Gastel G., «De autonijverheid in België: Het belang van het toeleveringsnetwerk rond de
assemblage van personenauto's», Working Paper 38, National Bank of Belgium, June 2003
The notion of indirect effect applied is somewhat different from the one in input-output analysis as will be
explained later on. The reader should therefore distinguish primary and secondary effects from direct and
indirect effects.
For example the introduction of the conveyor system at Ford Genk and the creation of a supplier parc at
Opel Antwerp.
Eurostat (1996), «European System of Accounts - ESA 1995», Office for Official Publications of the
European Communities, Luxemburg, 1996
The author has not been the first one to define these degrees of dependency, as they were also used in
Eysackers E. (2000).
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1

The paper consists of five parts. Technical coefficients and degrees of dependency are both
derived from an input-output table, so the first chapter assumes this I-O table to be given and
explains the two techniques. Primary and secondary effects are defined as well.
Moreover it is shown that, if a recent input-output table is available, both methods give the same
results.
The second chapter analyses the errors made when there is no recent input-output table available.
In that case the performance of each estimator depends on the underlying assumptions, i.e. the
constant technical coefficients or the constant degrees of dependency. While it is generally
believed that technical coefficients tend to be constant, it is argued that some recent trends such as
outsourcing, globalisation and productivity increases cast doubts on this assumption, implying that
there is a justification for using the degrees of dependency.
The third chapter passes from final demand to total industry output and extends the definition of
primary and secondary effects to direct and indirect effects. Formulae are provided to compute
them.
The fourth chapter explains how a rudimentary input-output table can be derived from the supplyuse tables6. This is, of course, only necessary if no recent (and detailed) input-output table is
available.
The final chapter is a short empirical comparison of the performance of the different estimators. It
compares the performance of technical coefficients and degrees of dependency. It also compares
the use of the 'quick and dirty' estimate of the input-output table to the use of a published inputoutput table.

6

It is a 'quick and dirty' method, not to be compared with the more sophisticated method used by the
Federal Planning Bureau (See Federal Planning Bureau (2003)).

2
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1.

Input-output tables, some definitions

This chapter gives a brief summary of the input-output analysis. The basic concepts (the inputoutput table, the technical coefficients) are defined. In addition it is shown how these concepts can
be used to calculate primary and secondary effects. Readers that are familiar with these concepts
can skip this part and just read the conclusion 1.2.3 in order to understand the notations used.
After this brief review of input-output analysis a definition is provided of what is called degrees of
dependency. It is also shown how one can use them to derive secondary effects.
Finally it is shown that technical coefficients and degrees of dependency yield the same secondary
effect estimates when a recent input-output table is available.
Both concepts - technical coefficients and degrees of dependency - use the input-output table as a
starting point.
1.1

Input-output table

There are in fact three input-output tables; one for domestic production, one for the imports and the
(total) input-output table. In this paper the domestic input-output table is used. This is because
supply from abroad does not generate any (domestic) indirect effect.
A (simplified) domestic input-output table 7 is a two-dimensional table indicating the supply from
each industry of an economy to each other industry of that same economy and to final demand.
th
Each element (i,j) in the table gives the quantity supplied by the industry in the i row to the one in
th
the j column.
Each column thus represents the inputs of an industry. Besides the 'industry-columns' (S1, S2, ...,
Sn), there are four particular columns:
− Consumption (C)
− Investments (I)
− Exports (X)
− Total output (O)
Each row indicates the outputs of an industry. There are three special rows:
− value added (VA)
− Imports (IM)
− Total output (O)

S1

....

Sn

C

I

C (1, t )

X

O

S1

IO(1,1, t )

IO(1, n, t )

I (1, t )

X (1, t ) O( 1, t )

S2

IO(2,1, t )

IO(2, n, t ) C (2, t ) I (2, t )

X (2, t ) O( 2 , t )

IO(t ) =
...

....

7

X (n, t ) O( n , t )

Sn IO(n,1, t )

IO(n, n, t ) C (n, t ) I (n, t )

IM IM ( 1,t ) ...
VA VA( 1,t ) ...
O O( 1,t ) ...

IM ( n ,t ) IM(C,t ) IM ( I ,t ) T ( t )
VA( n ,t )
O( n ,t )

For a detailed explanation, see e.g. National Accounts Institute (2004b), National Accounts Institute
(2003a), National Accounts Institute (2003b), Van Straelen R.A., Virenque P.H. (1961)
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Where
−
−
−
−
−

IO(i,j,t) equals the (domestic) supply of industry i to industry j during period t;
C(i,t) is consumption of products produced by industry i during period t;
I(i,t) is investment in products produced by industry i during period t;
X(i,t) is exports of products produced by industry i during period t;
VA(i,t) is value added of branch i during period t, it is by definition equal to.

∑ IO( i , j ,t ) + C( i ,t ) + I ( i ,t ) + X ( i ,t ) −∑ IO( j ,i ,t ) − IM ( i ,t )
j

−

−

j

IM(i,t) is imports by industry i during period t, IM(C,t) is import for consumption during t,
IM(I,t) is import of investment goods during t and T(t) represents imported goods destined
for exports during t.
O(i,
t)
is
total
output
from
industry
i
during
period
t
i.e.

O( i ,t ) = ∑ IO( i ,k ,t ) + C( i ,t ) + I ( i ,t ) + X ( i ,t ) = ∑ IO( k ,i ,t ) + IM ( i ,t ) + VA( i ,t )
k

k

The nxn square in the upper left corner shows (domestic) intermediate supply. This square matrix
is the core of the input-output table and shows inter-industry relations. The intermediate supply part
can be read column-wise by looking at the industry inputs. It can also be read row-wise, looking at
industry outputs. These two options are the basic difference between the two methods developed
in the following paragraphs.
The three columns C, I, X relate to final demand F.

1.2

1.2.1

Technical coefficients

Definitions

The technical coefficient a(i, j, t) gives the input from industry i needed by industry j to produce one
unit of output of industry j. It thus defines the input structure of a industry, or using the notations
in 1.1:

a(i, j , t ) =

IO(i, j , t )
O( j, t )

(D1)

These coefficients are only defined for the nxn upper left part of the (domestic) input-output table.
The output of an industry goes to other industries or to final demand (F(i,t) = C(i,t) + I(i,t) + X(i,t))
so:
n

O(i, t ) = ∑ IO(i, j , t ) + F (i, t )
j =1

using the above definition of the technical coefficients we have:

O(i, t ) = ∑ a (i, j , t ).O( j , t ) + F (i, t )
j

Using matrix notation this becomes

O(t ) = A(t ).O(t ) + F (t )

4

(1)
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1.2.2
1.2.2.1

Primary and secondary effects
Primary and secondary effects on output

It can now be explained how these technical coefficients can be used to compute secondary
effects. Assume that final demand increases by an amount dF.
Then, from the above equation (1) it can be seen that this has a primary (or immediate) effect on
(0)
industry output; O increases by an amount dO = dF.
However, there are also second order effects as can be seen from the same equation (1), because
this increase in O has a new effect. Indeed, by the first term on the right-hand side of equation (1),
(0)
output O increases a second time by A(t).dO .
(1)

dO =A(t).dO

(0)

(first level secondary effect)

This first level increase induces, by the same mechanism, a second level secondary effect:
(2)

(1)

(0)

dO =A(t).dO =A(t)².dO

(second level secondary effect)

From equation (1) it can be seen that an increase in final demand by dF increases O by an amount
dO (including both immediate and secondary effects):

dO = (I − A(t ) ) .dF
−1

Where I represents the nxn unity matrix.
The same result is obtained by adding up the geometric matrix series I + A(t) + A(t)² + ....
-1

The matrix (I-A(t)) is called the Leontief inverse.

So, the effects of a one million euro increase in final demand for production of industry j can be
computed using a column vector dF where (the 'T' superscript means transposition)

dF = (

0

0

...

j
1

...

0 )

T

resulting in
(0)
− a primary effect on industry j, dO = dF, so, a one million euro increase in output of
branch j
− secondary effects at level n

dO ( n )

 0   a ( n ) (1, j , t ) 

  
...

 ..  
n  

(n)
= A(t ) . 1 = a ( j , j , t ) 

  

 ... 

 0   (n)
   a (n, j , t ) 

(2)

th

By definition of matrix multiplication, this corresponds to the j column of the matrix
n
A(t) .
(n)
It should be noted that there is a secondary effect in industry j ( a (j, j, t)) as well !
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1.2.2.2

Secondary effects on other variables

As regards output, the secondary effects follow immediately from the definition of technical
coefficients as has been shown above. To compute secondary effects for other variables V (e.g.
employment, value added) one has to make an assumption for the relation between output and the
other variables. Suppose there is a variable V that is assumed to be proportional to output

V (i, t ) = α (i, t ).O(i, t )
Defining a diagonal matrix

d

8

(H1)

as follows

α d (t ) = (α d (i, j , t ) ) with α d (i, i, t ) = α (i, t ), α d (i, j , t ) = 0 when i ≠ j
This can be written as

V (t ) = α d (t ).O(t )
or

O(t ) = α d (t ) −1 .V (t )
Substitution into equation (1) gives

α d (t ) −1 .V (t ) = A(t ).α d (t ) −1 .V (t ) + F (t )
or

V (t ) = α d (t ). A(t ).α d (t ) −1 .V (t ) + α d (t ).F (t )
The same reasoning as for output shows that a change in final demand dF induces:
(0)
• a primary effect dV = d(t).dF
• secondary effects
(1)
-1
(0)
o dV = d (t).A(t). d (t) .dV
(2)
-1
(1)
o dV = d (t).A(t). d (t) .dV
o ...
So, the technical coefficient matrix has to be corrected for the proportionality between O and V. So
using a matrix

A' ( t ) = α d ( t ). A( t ).α d ( t )−1

(D2)

the results are similar to the ones in 1.2.2.1:
A one million euro demand increase for the products from industry j has an immediate effect on
variable V given by (where dF is as in 1.2.2.1)

dV ( 0 )

8

 0 


 ... 
= α d ( t ).dF =  α ( j ,t ) 


 .. 


 0 

In order to be correct, the formula should be

V (i, t ) = α V (i, t ).O(i, t ) ,

since

α depends

on the

variable V, but to avoid further complication, the 'V' superscript is dropped.
6
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The secondary effects are obtained by multiplying this immediate effect by powers of the matrix
A'(t):

dV ( n )

 α ( 1,t ).a ( n ) ( i , j ,t ).α ( j ,t ) 


...


'
n
n

(n)
= A ( t ) .α d ( t ).dF = α d ( t ).A( t ) .dF = α ( j ,t ).a ( j , j ,t ).α ( j ,t ) 




..


(n)
 α ( n ,t ).a ( n , j ,t ).α ( j ,t ) 

Cumulated primary and secondary effects are given by the matrix:

A ' (t ) 0..∞ .α d (t ).dF = α d (t ).(I − A(t ) ) .dF
−1

1.2.3

Conclusion

If F(j, t) is total final demand (in million euro) for products of industry i, and defining a diagonal
matrix Fd(t), where

Fd (t ) = (Fd (i, j , t ) ) with Fd (i, i, t ) = F (i, t ), Fd (i, j , t ) = 0 when i ≠ j
Then the total primary effect of a final demand F(j, t) on a variable V computed using the technical
TC
coefficients method (PV ) is found in the j'th column of the matrix:

PV TC (t ) = α d (t ).Fd (t )
Where

(R1a)

α d is defined by (H1).
TC

Secondary effects on variable V (SV ) are found in the j'th column of

SV TC ,( n ) (t ) = A ' (t ) n .PV TC (t )

(R1b)

or, using (3) and (H1),

SV TC ,( n ) (t ) = α d (t ) A(t ) n Fd (t )

(R1c)

A being the technical coefficients matrix.
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1.3

Degrees of dependency

In the NBB working paper on the car manufacturing industry another method was used. So-called
'degrees of dependency' were defined. While technical coefficients look at the input structure of a
industry, the method used focuses on the output, as will be seen below.
1.3.1

Definitions

Degrees of dependency of an industry i on an industry j are defined as 9:

d (i, j , t ) =

IO(i, j , t )
O(i, t )

(D3)

In other words, it is the proportion of output of industry i that is supplied to j. Just as for the
technical coefficients, this definition holds for the intermediate consumption part of the InputOutput-table IO(t). It can however be extended to the final consumption part.
In fact, in order to define primary effects, one has to define the degree of dependency of an
industry vis-à-vis final demand, i.e. the primary dependency:

d (i,0, t ) =

F (i, t ) C (i, t ) + I (i, t ) + X (i, t )
=
O(i, t )
O(i, t )

(D3a)

Using diagonal matrices Fd and Od results in:

Dd (0, t ) = Fd (t ).Od (t ) −1
1.3.2

(D3b)

Primary and secondary effects

A primary (output) effect in industry j equals F(j,t) and by the foregoing it is given by:

PO DEP ( j , t ) = d ( j ,0, t ).O( j , t )
Pre- multiplying the left and right hand sides of this equation by α(j,t) and using the proportionality
assumption between V and O (see (H1)) the primary effect on another variable is found:

PV DEP ( j , t ) = d ( j ,0, t ).V ( j , t )
PV DEP (t ) = Dd (0, t ).Vd (t ) = Fd (t ).Od (t ) −1 .Od (t ).α d (t ) = PV TC (t )
Secondary order effects are computed using the following rules:

d ( 2 ) (i, j , t ) = ∑ d (i, k , t ).d (k , j , t )

(D4)

d ( n ) (i, j , t ) = ∑ d (i, k , t ).d ( n −1) (k , j , t )

(D4)

k

k

9

8

In the literature these are also called the technical output coefficients.
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If part of an industry's output is delivered to j, then that same part of its employment is secondary
employment, so:

SV DEP ,( n ) (i, j , t ) = V (i, t ).d ( n ) (i, j , t ).d ( j ,0, t )
or using matrices:

SV DEP ,( n ) (t ) = Vd (t ).D (t ) n .Dd (0, t )

Aggregated primary and secondary effects of level 1, 2, ... equals:

(

)

Vd (t ). I + D(t ) + D(t ) 2 + ..... .Dd (0, t ) = Vd (t ).(I − D(t ) ) .Dd (0, t )
1.3.3

−1

Summary

Level n secondary effects of industry j on all industries can be found in column j of the matrix:

PV DEP (t ) = Vd (t ).Dd (0, t )

(R2a)

SV DEP ,( n ) (t ) = Vd (t ).D (t ) n .Dd (0, t )

(R2b)

In view of interpreting these formulae, assume for instance that V is employment. Result (R2a)
means that, if x% of the output of an industry is output for final demand, then x% of the sector's
employment is primary employment.
The second formula (R2b) says that, if y% of the output of an industry i is delivered to an industry j,
then x%.y% of the employment of industry i is level 1 secondary employment, where x is the part of
output of j that is for final demand.
1.4

The link between the two methods

Considering the definitions of technical coefficients and degrees of dependency results in

a(i, j , t ) = d (i, j , t ).

O(i, t )
O( j, t )

Using the diagonal matrix Od

Od (t ) = (Od (i, j , t ) ) , where Od(i,i,t) = O(i,t) and Od(i,j,t)=0 if i ≠ j
results in

A(t ) = Od (t ).D (t ).Od (t ) −1
A(t ) n = Od (t ).D (t ) n .Od (t ) −1

(4)

This shows that the technical coefficients and the degrees of dependency are linked by the relative
outputs of both sectors.
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In order to compare the results of the two methods A' is rewritten using the above equation and
(H1):

A' (t ) n = α d (t ) A(t ) n α d (t ) −1 = α d (t )Od (t ) D(t ) n Od (t ) −1 α d (t ) −1 = Vd (t ).D(t ) n .V d (t ) −1
Paragraph1.2.2.2 shows that the secondary effects using technical coefficients are given by

SV TC ,( n ) (t ) = A' (t ) n .PV TC (t )
= A' (t ) n .α d (t ).Fd (t )

(see R1b)
(see R1a)

= α d (t ). A(t ) .α d (t ) .α d (t ).Fd (t )

(see D2)

= α d (t ).Od (t ).D(t ) n .Od (t ) −1 .Fd (t )

(see (4))

= Vd (t ).D(t ) n .Dd (0, t )

(see (H1) and (D3b))

= SV

(see R2b)

n

DEP ,( n )

(t )

−1

Or level n secondary effects using technical coefficients are the same as level n secondary effects
using the degrees of dependency method.

10
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2.

The estimation errors in the absence of a recent input-output table

In the previous chapter it was shown that technical coefficients and degrees of dependency yield
the same result. However a detailed analysis of the demonstration in 1.4 shows that this is only the
case when an input-output table for year t is available.
If there is no recent table available then two alternatives exist; one can assume technical
coefficients to be constant and use an 'old' technical coefficient matrix, or one can use an 'old'
degrees of dependency matrix and make the assumption that these are constant. This chapter
analyses the errors made using these assumptions.
This could be done in matrix notations and for all levels, however to be more specific formulae are
in 'number-notation' and limited to the first level.
Technical coefficients are considered relatively stable. However, recent developments such as
globalisation of the economy, productivity changes and trends towards outsourcing cast doubts on
this assumption. The effects these phenomena have on technical coefficients and on degrees of
dependency are shown.

2.1

Comparing the estimators

If the input-output table is not up to date, an older version should be used, assuming that technical
coefficients are constant. Also, degrees of dependency should be considered constant.
a(i, j, t+1) = a(i, j, t)
d(i, j, t+1) = d(i, j, t)

(H2a)
(H2b)

So when studying the secondary effects in year t + 1 (the calculations also hold for t+n) an inputoutput table for year t and data (e.g. employment) for year t+1 should be used.
This, using (R1b), results in:

SV TC ,(1) (i, j , t + 1) = a ' (i, j , t ).PV TC ( j , t + 1) =

α (i, t + 1)
a(i, j , t ).α ( j , t + 1).F ( j , t + 1)
α ( j , t + 1)

and

SV DEP ,(1) (i, j , t + 1) = V (i, t + 1).d (i, j , t ).

F ( j , t + 1)
O( j , t + 1)

The formulae above give a link between the two results:

IO(i, j , t )
F ( j , t + 1)
O( j, t )
IO(i, j , t ) O(i, t ) O( j , t + 1)
.
.
= α (i, t + 1)
F ( j , t + 1)
O( j , t ) O(i, t ) O( j , t + 1)
F ( j , t + 1) O( j , t + 1) O(i, t + 1)
O(i, t ).
.
= α (i, t + 1)d (i, j , t )
O( j , t + 1) O( j , t ) O(i, t + 1)

SV TC ,(1) (i, j , t + 1) = α (i, t + 1)
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F ( j , t + 1) O( j , t + 1) O(i, t )
.
.
O( j , t + 1) O( j , t ) O(i, t + 1)
O(i, t ) O( j , t + 1)
SV TC ,(1) (i, j , t + 1) =
SV DEP ,(1) (i, j , t + 1)
O(i, t + 1) O( j , t )
= V (i, t + 1)d (i, j , t )

The two estimators of secondary employment give a different result. The difference depends on the
relative growth of the two industries.
If industry j grows faster than industry i, then the technical coefficients estimator is higher than the
degrees of dependency estimator. However, we do not have any information on which one is closer
to the correct value.
The difference stems from the different assumptions made in each method. The technical
coefficients method assumes the technical coefficients to be constant, while the degrees of
dependency method assumes degrees of dependency to be constant.

2.2

Estimation error

Next, the error resulting from each assumption in both cases was computed.
2.2.1

Technical coefficients

Using the assumption of constant technical coefficients the estimator is:

SV TC ,(1) (i, j , t + 1) =

α (i, t + 1)
a (i, j , t ).α ( j , t + 1).F ( j , t + 1)
α ( j , t + 1)

while the correct result is

SV TC ,(1) (i, j , t + 1) =

α (i, t + 1)
a(i, j , t + 1).α ( j , t + 1).F ( j , t + 1)
α ( j , t + 1)

The error being [(real value) - (estimator)]/(real value) results in

Err TC ,(1) = 1 −

a(i, j , t )
a(i, j , t + 1)

The error depends on the changes in technical coefficients. When technical coefficients are
constant ( a(i,j,t) = a(i,j,t+1) ), no error is found.
Through the definition of technical coefficients (D1), this can be rewritten as:

Err TC ,(1) = 1 −

IO(i, j , t ) O( j , t + 1)
IO(i, j , t + 1) O( j , t )

Err TC ,(1) = 1 −

1 + growth j
1 + growth supplies from i to j

or

12
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When growth rates are relatively small Taylor approximations10 can be used and second order
terms11 ignored , resulting in

Err TC ,( 1 ) ≅ ( growth supplies from i to j) - (growth j)
This is a rather trivial result. It indicates that the error depends on the relative growth rates of the
purchases by the industry under review 'j' from the dependent industry 'i', and on the growth of the
studied industry 'j'. If for example supplies from i to j grow faster than j's output (this means that the
input structure is not constant), then the indirect effect is underestimated. This is e.g. the case
when industry i outsources part of its activities.
2.2.2

Degrees of dependency

The author considered

SV DEP ,(1) (i, j , t + 1) = d (i, j , t ).V (i, t + 1).

F ( j , t + 1)
O( j , t + 1)

while the correct result is

SV DEP ,(1) (i, j , t + 1) = d (i, j , t + 1).V (i, t + 1).

F ( j , t + 1)
O( j , t + 1)

The error being [(real value) - (estimator)]/(real value), it is found

Err DEP ,(1) = 1 −

d (i, j , t )
d (i, j , t + 1)

The error depends on the changes in degrees of dependency. When the degrees of dependency
are constant ( d(i,j,t) = d(i,j,t+1) ), there is no error.
This can be rewritten as:

Err DEP ,(1) = 1 −

1 + growth i
1 + growth supplies from i to j

When growth rates are relatively small, Taylor approximations can be used and second-order
terms ignored, resulting in

Err DEP ,( 1 ) ≅ (growth supplies from i to j - growth i)
This formulae indicates that the error depends on the relative growth rates of the purchases by the
industry under review 'j' from the dependent industry 'i', and on the growth of the supplying industry
'j'. If for example the supplying industry i finds new markets then (i.e. the output structure is not
constant), ceteris paribus, growth of i is positive, while supplies from i to j remain constant, and the
indirect effect is overestimated.

10

1
≈ 1 − x , but only if x is
1+ x

11

The product of two growth rates comes near to zero

small.
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2.3

Some examples: Outsourcing, Globalisation, Productivity increases

It is generally accepted that technical coefficients are relatively stable. This reasoning is based on
the fact that the input-structure of an industry is rather stable. In order to build a car, one for
instance always needs four wheels, one dashboard, ...
In this paragraph the author tries to show that some recent economical trends question these
arguments. In each of the cases below the technical coefficients are less stable than the degrees of
dependency. There are certainly examples for which the contrary holds true. In fact the author
believes that both technical coefficients and degrees of dependency should be considered.
Since technical coefficients are already widely used, the examples below are only meant to show
that degrees of dependency can be taken into account, though they are not better than technical
coefficients.
It should also be noted that technical coefficients depend on relative price levels, while degrees of
dependency do not. Indeed, a technical coefficient is defined as the (monetary) supplies of an
industry divided by total (monetary) output of another industry and as such it depends on the their
products' relative prices.
Degrees of dependency on the other hand, equal supplies of an industry divided by the total output
of the same industry and as such prices are cancelled out.
2.3.1

Outsourcing

Consider an industry j that is outsourcing part of its activities to an industry i. All other things being
equal this means that:
1. output of industry j remains constant, thus its growth is zero:
growth j = 0;
2. the output of industry i increases by the amount outsourced (∆> 0). This means that

growth i =

∆
O(i,t)

Supplies from i to j increase by the amount ∆. Therefore,

growth supplies i to j =

∆
IO(i,t)

Using the (simplified) formulae derived in the previous paragraph, it is found that:

Err DEP ,( 1 ) = (growth supplies i to j - growth i)
∆
∆
=
−
IO( i , j ,t ) O( i ,t )
Since O(i, t) is larger than IO(i, j, t), this means that:

Err DEP ,( 1 ) <

14

∆
IO( i , j ,t )
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Err TC ,(1) = (growth supplies from i to j) - (growth j)
∆
=
−0
IO( i , j ,t )
This implies that:

0 < Err DEP ,( 1 ) < Err TC ,( 1 )
In car manufacturing switching from Fordism to Toyotism is all about outsourcing. This outsourcing
process was taken over by other industries. The reasoning above shows that the error regarding
the degrees of dependency estimator is smaller.
2.3.2 Globalisation
Globalisation is another trend in our modern economy. It also has an important impact on technical
coefficients. Indeed, the input structure of an industry is relatively stable, but technical coefficients
relate to domestic input structure. As such, the switching from a national to a foreign supplier does
not change input structure but does change technical coefficients.
Consider such a switch from a domestic to a foreign supplier. Thus, industry j does not purchase
any longer from industry i, but instead purchases from abroad. Ceteris Paribus this means that:
1. output of industry j remains constant, thus its growth is zero:
growth j = 0;
2. the output of industry i decreases by the amount (∆ > 0). This means that

growth i = −

∆
O(i,t)

3. supplies from i to j decrease by the amount ∆. Therefore,

growth supplies i to j = −

∆
IO(i,t)

Using the (simplified) formulae derived in the previous paragraph it is found that:

Err DEP ,( 1 ) = (growth supplies i to j - growth i)
∆
∆
=−
+
IO( i , j ,t ) O( i ,t )
Since O(i, t) is larger than IO(i, j, t) this means that:

Err DEP ,( 1 ) > −

∆
IO( i , j ,t )

Err TC ,(1) = (growth supplies from i to j) - (growth j)
∆
=−
−0
IO( i , j ,t )
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Err TC ,(1) < Err DEP ,(1) < 0
or in absolute value:

Err DEP ,(1) < Err TC ,(1)
2.3.3

Productivity increase

By definition, a productivity increase is an increase in output while inputs remain constant. Two
cases were considered:
2.3.3.1

A productivity increase in the industry j

All other things being equal the result is:
1. output of industry j increases, thus its growth is positive:
growth j = g > 0;
2. the output of industry i remains constant. This means that
growth i = 0;
3. supplies from i to j also remain constant. Therefore,
growth supplies from i to j = 0.
Using the (simplified) formulae derived in the previous paragraph, it is found that:

Err DEP ,(1) = (growth supplies i to j - growth i)
= 0 − 0,
while

Err TC ,(1) = (growth supplies from i to j) - (growth j)
= −g .
So, once again it is found

Err DEP ,(1) < Err TC ,(1)

2.3.3.2

A productivity increase in industry i.

This results in:
1. output of industry j remaining constant, thus its growth is zero:
growth j = 0;
2. an increase in the output of industry i. This means that

16
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growth i = g > 0;
3. supplies from i to j also remaining constant. Therefore,
growth supplies from i to j = 0;
Using the (simplified) formulae derived in the previous paragraph it is found that:

Err DEP ,(1) = (growth supplies i to j - growth i)
= −g ,
while

Err TC ,(1) = (growth supplies from i to j) - (growth j)
= 0.
So it is found that

Err DEP ,(1) > Err TC ,(1)
This error is however partially undone at the next level, because at that level the situation is the
same as in 2.3.3.1

2.3.4

Conclusion

When no recent input-output table is available, the two methods produce different results. Which of
the two estimators is better depends on whether or not the technical coefficients are more constant
than the degrees of dependency. In many past studies, technical coefficients were considered
relatively constant. The author believes that both methods have their advantages.
Technical coefficients assume a 'constant input structure' and that is a reasonable hypothesis.
Moreover, it has been widely applied in the past.
Degrees of dependency can also be considered to be constant, if the period in question is not too
long. Moreover, recent trends like outsourcing, productivity increases and globalisation are
indications that input structure might not be as constant as it was in the past, and therefore degrees
of dependency might be more appropriate in these cases.
There are, however, no a priori reasons to believe that one estimator is better than another.
It is also remembered that technical coefficients depend on relative price levels, while degrees of
dependency do not.
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3.

3.1

From primary and secondary effects to direct and indirect effects

Definitions

In the preceding paragraphs primary and secondary effects have been defined. Primary effects in
an industry are effects related to final demand for goods produced by the industry. Secondary
effects are related to intermediate demands.
Working papers published by the NBB calculate 'direct' and 'indirect' effects. These are to be
distinguished from the primary and secondary effects.
Primary and secondary effects are used to analyse the impact of a change in final demand.
Changes in intermediate demand can not come about by themselves, as they are just a
consequence of final demand changes. Through these primary and secondary effects the impact of
for instance an increase in government expenditures may be analysed.
Direct and indirect effects serve a different purpose. It was mentioned in the introduction that the
car manufacturing industry has undergone some fundamental changes, in particular the
introduction of the 'lean production' system. In the lean production system car manufacturers are
concentrating on their core business and are outsourcing the non-core activities. As a
consequence, employment in the car manufacturing companies (direct employment) decreases,
while employment in supply companies increases. It is certainly interesting to know what the
combined effect is.
Car manufacturing is only one example. In many cases one wants to be able to give some
measure of importance to the presence of an industry. Take for instance the presence of chemical
plants in a harbour area. Even though only a little part of the chemical industry output is intended
for final use, it seems important that this industry is present, not only because it generates 'direct'
employment (i.e. employment in the chemical sector), but it also generates 'indirect employment'.
In that case one would like to know what the effect is of all demands of the chemical sector on
other goods, i.e. the sector is considered as if its demand was final demand.
In other words, what is the effect of the demand generated by that industry (i.e. the indirect effect)
It is clear that the presence of an industry in itself is important, because, if it was not present, the
'chain' would be broken, which as such would reduce the multiplier effect of final demand.
Furthermore, if the sector was not present, some of its suppliers would most certainly not be either.
Indeed, some supplier may be very 'dependent'. This notion of dependency led the author to the
definition of the degrees of dependency. So, besides the computation of 'indirect' effects, degrees
of dependency can also be used for impact analysis.
It should be possible to analyse these problems, even for sectors that have no final demand. As
such, the notion of 'secondary effect' had to be generalised. Therefore, the following definition of
direct and indirect effects was arrived at12:
Indirect effects of an industry are the secondary effects of the industry when
all demand for its products is considered as final demand.
Direct effects of an industry are the primary effects of the industry when all
demand for its products is considered as final demand13.

12

13

In Federal Planning Bureau (2004) (p. 41) a mixed approach is used. The definition of direct effects is the
same as ours. Indirect effects of an industry are defined as the secondary effects in all the other
industries..
This definition is a variant of the method described in Strassert (1968).

18
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This can be illustrated by considering an industry J. The industry generates "final demand
products" and "intermediate demand products". This is shown below.
Supply
Secondary in S1
Secondary in S2
Secondary in Sn
Secondary level n

Sector J

Demand

primary effect in J

Final demand

secondary effect in J by S1
secondary effect in J by S2
secondary effect is J by Sn

Intermediary demand for product J by S1
Intermediary demand for product J by S2
Intermediary demand for product J by Sn

The final demand part of J generates a primary effect in the industry J, and (level 1) secondary
effects in all industries that supply to J's final demand part.
The intermediate demand for J's products generates secondary effects in J. These are secondary
with respect to the final demand part of a particular sector Si. They are also at a certain level n(i)
with respect to that industry Si.
The secondary effect in J are thus level n(i), and in J's supplying sectors they generate n(i)+1
secondary effects with respect to Si.
This is well-known input-output analysis.
The above definitions state that all demand should be considered as if it were final demand. This is
illustrated in the next scheme:
Supply

Sector J

Indirect effect

Direct effect

Demand
Final demand
"as if" final
"as if" final
"as if" final

When all demand is considered "as if it were final demand" the primary effect is called the direct
effect in industry J. The secondary effects with respect to such "as if it were final demand" for J are
called indirect effects.
It should be clear that the direct effect can include primary and secondary effects, while indirect
effects include only secondary effects, though not only secondary with respect to J.
Taking all demand 'as if it were final demand' implies that double counting is avoided. Indeed, it is
well known that the Leontief model avoids double counting just because it starts from final demand.
If all demand becomes final demand, and as a consequence the intermediary supplies from the
industry J are set to zero, then double counting is thus avoided.
Considering all output of an industry "as if it were final demand" means that the following
'corrections' should be made to the technical coefficients matrix and to the matrix of the degrees of
dependency:
− all intermediate demand for products from the studied industry J should become zero and
thus we have to define two modified matrices
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o

o

−

(

)

~
~
D( t ) = d ( i , j ,t ) where
~
d ( J , j, t ) = 0
~
d (i, j , t ) = d (i, j , t ) for i ≠ J

the final demand diagonal matrix should be changed to:
o

−

~
A( t ) = (a~( i , j ,t )) where
a~ ( J , j , t ) = 0
a~(i, j , t ) = a (i, j , t ) for i ≠ J

(

)

~
~
Fd ( t ) = Fd ( i , j ,t ) where
~
Fd ( i , j ,t ) = 0 for i ≠ j
~
Fd ( i ,i ,t ) = Fd ( i ,i ,t ) for i ≠ J
~
Fd ( J , J ,t ) = O( J ,t )

as a consequence the final demand dependency diagonal matrix becomes
o

(

)

~
~
Dd ( t ) = d d ( i , j , t ) where
~
d d ( i , j ,t ) = 0 for i ≠ j
~
d d ( i ,i ,t ) = d d ( i ,i ,t ) for i ≠ J
~
d d ( J , J ,t ) = 1

Using technical coefficients,
−

the direct effect of industry J is found as the (J,J)-th element of

−

the indirect effect of industry J is found in the J'th column of

−

Cumulated direct and indirect effects are found in the J'th column of

~
DV TC ( t + τ ) = α d ( t + τ ).Fd ( t + τ )

~
~
IV TC ,( n ) ( t + τ ) = α d ( t + τ ).A( t )n .Fd ( t + τ )

(

)

−1 ~
~
IV TC ,( 0..∞ ) ( t + τ ) = α d ( t + τ ). I − A( t ) .Fd ( t + τ )

Using degrees of dependency,
−

the direct effect of industry J equals is found in the (J,J)-the element of

−

the indirect effect of industry J is found in the J'th column of

−

Cumulated direct and indirect effects are found in the J'th column of

~
DV DEP ( t + τ ) = Vd ( t + τ ).Dd ( t )

~
~
IV DEP ,( n ) (t + τ ) = Vd (t + τ ).D(t ) n .Dd (t )

(

)

~ −1 ~
IV DEP ,( 0..∞ ) (t + τ ) = Vd (t + τ ). I − D (t ) .Dd (t )

When a recent Input-output table is available ( τ = 0), both results are identical.

20
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3.2

Intuitive meaning of indirect employment

Taking all output of a sector Si as final demand means that the-level one secondary effect can be
read in the i'th column of the intermediate supply matrix. In fact it is easy to show that if a final
demand change equal to this column is taken (i.e. we assume that level one suppliers deliver these
amounts to final demand, e.g. exports), cumulated primary and secondary effects equal the indirect
effects defined above.
A delocalisation of the industry (under the 'all other things being equal assumption') has this effect.
Indeed, a delocalisation of Si means that the demand for supplies from other sectors becomes
demand from abroad, and thus final demand.
Taking for instance the indirect effect on the employment variable, it may be said that:
the indirect employment obtained thus is all employment that is
potentially affected by a delocalisation of the branch.
This is in line with the author's intuitive understanding of indirect employment.
It is held 'potentially impacted' because dynamic effects (e.g. product and market diversification)
will occur, so that only the most dependent suppliers disappear.

3.3

Aggregation and disaggregation

3.3.1

Composite industries

The formulae in 3.1 compute the indirect effects of one single 'base' industry J, i.e. an industry
corresponding to one column of an input-output table.
It should also be possible to compute indirect effects of 'composite' industries, i.e. industries
corresponding to more than one column from an input-output table. The ICT-sector14 and the Ports
sector15 are examples of composite industries.
Assume S to be a composite sector, being built up from the two base sectors J and K (extension to
composite sectors constructed from more than two base sectors is analogous).
The direct effects of sector S = {J, K} equal the sum of the direct effects of the two base sectors J
and K.
One should be careful and avoid double counting when computing the indirect effects of the
composite sector S.
Indeed, taking indirect employment as an example, all employment of J and K are assumed to be
direct, so none of the mutual supplies between J and K should induce any indirect employment in J
nor in K. If this is not the case, part of the employment is included in the direct effect, as well as in
the indirect effects.

~

~

The construction of the matrices A and D implies that all demand for products of J and K is final
demand. As a consequence, double counting is avoided when adding the indirect effects of both
base industries.
The indirect effects of sector S equal the sum of the indirect effects of the base industries J and K.

14
15

See National Bank of Belgium (2004).
See Lagneaux F. (2004a) and Lagneaux F. (2004b).
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In conclusion, the following corrections should be made to the technical coefficients matrix and to
the matrix of the degrees of dependency:
− all intermediate demand for the studied industry S should become zero and thus we have
to define two modified matrices
o

o

−

(

)

the final demand diagonal matrix should me changed to:
o

−

~
A( t ) = (a~( i , j ,t )) where
a~ (i, j , t ) = 0 for i ∈ {J , K }
a~(i, j , t ) = a (i, j , t ) for i ∉ {J , K }
~
~
D( t ) = d ( i , j ,t ) where
~
d (i, j , t ) = 0 for i ∈ {J , K }
~
d (i, j , t ) = d (i, j , t ) for i ∉ {J , K }

(

)

~
~
Fd ( t ) = Fd ( i , j ,t ) where
~
Fd ( i , j ,t ) = 0 for i ≠ j
~
Fd ( i ,i ,t ) = Fd ( i ,i ,t ) for i ∉ {J , K }
~
Fd ( i ,i ,t ) = O( i ,t ) for i ∈ {J , K }

as a consequence the final demand dependency diagonal matrix becomes
o

(

)

~
~
Dd ( t ) = d d ( i , j ,t ) where
~
d d ( i , j ,t ) = 0 for i ≠ j
~
d d ( i ,i ,t ) = d d ( i ,i ,t ) for i ∉ {J, K }
~
d d ( i ,i ,t ) = 1 for i ∈ {J , K }

Using technical coefficients,
−

the direct effect of industry S equals is found as the sum of (J,J)-th and (K,K)-th element of

−

the indirect effect of industry S is found in the J'th and K'th columns of

−

Cumulated direct and indirect effects are found in the J'th and K'th columns of

~
DV TC ( t + τ ) = α d ( t + τ ).Fd ( t + τ )

~
~
IV TC ,( n ) ( t + τ ) = α d ( t + τ ).A( t )n .Fd ( t + τ )

(

)

−1 ~
~
IV TC ,( 0..∞ ) ( t + τ ) = α d ( t + τ ). I − A( t ) .Fd ( t + τ )

Using degrees of dependency,
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−

the direct effect of industry S equals is found as the sum of (J,J)-th and (K,K)-th element of

−

the indirect effect of industry S is found in the J'th and K'th columns of

−

Cumulated direct and indirect effects are found in the J'th and K'th columns of

~
DV DEP ( t + τ ) = Vd ( t + τ ).Dd ( t )

~
~
IV DEP ,( n ) (t + τ ) = Vd (t + τ ).D(t ) n .Dd (t )

(

)

~ −1 ~
IV DEP ,( 0..∞ ) (t + τ ) = Vd (t + τ ). I − D (t ) .Dd (t )
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3.3.2

Disaggregation

Often one wants to compute the indirect effects of a part of an industry. The four Belgian car
manufacturers for instance are only part of a 'base' industry16.
If this is the case the base industry should be 'disaggregated', i.e. split it up using hypothesis (H1).
Thus, in order to compute the indirect effects of a part p(i, t) 17 of industry i the industry was virtually
split up in a part p(1, t) and a part 1 - p(1, t), resulting in a new input-output table provided in
Table 1 ( where i was assumed to be 1).
The same splitting-up process should be applied to the variables V (Table 2).

16
17

See Coppens F., van Gastel G. (2003)
Like for α, the 'V' superscript was dropped to avoid further complications.
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4.

Supply-use tables and input-output tables18

If no recent input-output table is available, one can use the latest available input-output table (inputoutput tables are produced every five years, with a three year lag), or one can estimate an inputoutput table from the latest available supply-use table (supply-use tables are available for every
year, with a lag of 3 years).
This chapter explains how one can estimate an input-output table starting from a supply-use table.
The method is based on the more sophisticated method used by the National Accounts Institute 19
but it is a 'quick and dirty method' meaning that it is based on less detailed data.
The author starts by defining the supply-use table. Afterwards it is shown how these tables can be
used to build an input-output table.
At the end of this chapter we are in a position to test the various alternatives and their combinations
− the use of an 'old' input-output table versus the 'quick and dirty' estimation of an inputoutput table from a more recent supply-use table
− the use of technical coefficients versus the use of degrees of dependency.

4.1

Supply-use tables

4.1.1

Supply table

The supply table is a product by industry table indicating each industry's supply. So
S(t) = (S(p,s,t))
where S(p,s,t) is the quantity of product p produced by industry s during period t.
One particular industry is the 'foreign' industry (Fo), its column containing the supply from abroad,
in other words, the imports per product (M).

S1

S2

.....

Sn

Fo

MP

P1

S (1,1, t )

S (1,2, t ) ) ......

S (1, n, t )

M (1, t )

MP(1,., t )

P2

S (2,1, t )

S (2,2, t )

S (2, n, t )

M (2, t )

MP(2,., t )

Pm

S (m,1, t )

S (m,2, t )

S (m, n, t )

M (m, t )

MP(m,., t )

MS

MS (.,1, t ) MS (.,2, t )

.....

S (t ) =
....
MS (., n, t ) MS (., f , t )

The MS and MP columns are total margins and are explained in 4.1.3.
It should be noted that, since S1 ... Sn are domestic industries, S(i,j,t) is the domestic production
when 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n

18
19

See also: Eurostat (2002), National Accounts Institute (2003), National Accounts Institute (2004a)
See also National Accounts Institute (2003a), National Accounts Institute (2004b) and Federal Planning
Bureau (2003).
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For reasons of convenience, the following notations (and similar notations for the input-output and
the use table) are introduced:
−
4.1.2

M(i,t) = S(i, n+1, t)
Use table

The use table is very similar. In contrast to the supply table, it indicates for each industry the
products used.
U(t) = (U(p,s,t))
where U(p,s,t) is the quantity of product p used by industry s in period t.
Three particular columns are
• the foreign industry; use by the foreign industry (Fo) naturally means exports (X)
• the household industry; its use equals consumption (C)
• investments (I).

S1

....

Sn

C

I

Fo

P1

U (1,1, t )

U (1, n, t )

C (1, t )

I (1, t )

X (1, t )

P2

U (2,1, t )

U (2, n, t )

C (2, t )

I (2, t )

X (2, t )

U (m, n, t ) C (m, t ) I (m, t )

X (m, t )

U (t ) =
....
Pm U (m,1, t )

It should be pointed out that the use table includes imported goods.
4.1.3

Margins

The two tables use different price measures. While the use table is expressed in purchase prices,
the supply table is in basic prices. The differences between the two are the margins. Margins
should be added to the supply table in order for total supply to be equal to total use. However,
margins are not known at the same level of detail. Only the marginal totals (sum by product and
sum by industry) are known.
So Industry margins is a row vector MS(t) = (MS(.,s,t)), while product margins is a column
vector MP(t) = (MP(p,.,t)), where MS(.,s,t) equals the sum of the margins realised by industry s on
all products s has sold, and MP(p,.,t) equals the margin sum realised on product p by all sectors
that sold it.
In order to determine 'supply including margins' the author proceeds as follows. Assume that, for a
particular product, the margin is constant. So, it equals

mp ( p, t ) =

MP( p,., t )
∑ S ( p, s , t )

s ≠ MP

Applying this margin to each non-trading industry for this product the author obtains the trade
margins (TM) in each cell of the supply table:

TM ( p, s, t ) = S ( p, s, t ) * mp ( p, t )

26
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Summing these trade margins over all industries , it is easy to see that.

∑ TM ( p, s, t ) = MP( p,., t )
s

The column sum of these margins does not necessarily equal MS(.,s,t), however. The next thing to
do is thus to correct for these differences. The estimated industry margin for the non-trading
est
industries s is now the sum of the elements in column s (MS (.,s,t)) where

MS est (., s, t ) = ∑ TM ( p, s, t ) =∑ S ( p, s, t ) * mp ( p, s, t )
p

p

This should equal MS(.,s,t) for all s. If it does not, we should transfer this difference to the trading
industry columns. However, we should remain within one product row so that row totals remain
correct.
disp

This can be done by defining a trade margin to displace (TM

TM Disp ( p, s, t ) = TM ( p, s, t ).

) as follows:

MS est (., s, t ) − MS (., s, t )
MS est (., s, t )

This is the amount to be transferred to the trading industry column. The corrected trade margin
Corr
(TM ), to be added to the supply table cells (for all but the trading industries), is:

TM corr ( p, s, t ) = TM ( p, s, t ) − TM Disp ( p, s, t )
This method guarantees that the column sums are correct for all but the trading industries, while
row totals are all correct.
disp
The sum of all TM should equal (approximately) the sum of the margins of the trading industries.

∑ TM

Disp

( p, s , t ) ≅

s
p

∑ MS ( s, t )

trading

If this is the case, the total can be redistributed in the cells for the trading industries using two
repartitioning keys:




 ∑ TM Disp ( p, s, t )  
  MS (., s, t ) 
 s ,notrading
Margin( p, s, t ) = 
.
. ∑ MS (., s, t )
TM Disp ( p, s, t )   ∑ MS (., s, t )  trading
∑
  trading
 s ,notrading


p
valid for all p and trading s
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4.2

Construction of an input-output table

In order to construct an input-output table, it is necessary to estimate supply between each two
industries. To do this the author considers an industry S. The use table provides all products used
as an input.
So, in the use table all products 'p' for which U(p, S, t)
S1

S2

0 are looked up.

S

Sn

C

I

Fo

P1
P2

U(2,s,t)

Pm

In order to find the supply industry, each of these products used in the supply-table are looked up
in order to ascertain which are the producing industries.
S1

S2

S

Sn

Fo

P1
P2

S(2,p,t)

S(2,n,t)

M(2,t)

MP

Total

∑ S ( p, s , t )
p

Pm

For each such 'p' industry proportions are computed from the supply table. The proportion of
industry s in the supply of product p equals

PS ( p, s, t ) =

S ( p , s, t )

∑ S ( p, s, t )
s

for the product p the industry s supplies to S
U(p,s,t)xPS(p,S,t)
It is assumed here that an industry using a product p, buys this product from all the producing
industries, including the imports. (H3)
Summing over all products used by S (or simply over all products, since those that are not used are
shown as zero) one gets the supply from industry s to S or by definition IO(s,S,t):

IO ( s, S , t ) = ∑ PS ( p, s, t ).U ( p, S , t )
p

Defining a matrix PS(t)=(PS(p,s,t)) one gets in matrix notation:
T

T

IO(t)=PS(t) .U(t), where PS(t) is the transposed PS(t)
For this to be an input-output table, the row sum for a industry should equal the industry’
s total
output, the column sums should equal sectoral inputs.

28
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It is easy to show that this is the case if

∑ S ( p , s, t ) = ∑ U ( p, s, t )
s

s

This means that total supply must equal total use. This is the case when both supply and use are in
the same units. This is why we described an (approximate) method for including the margins in the
supply table.
The input-output table obtained is a domestic input-output table. The estimated intermediate and
final consumption of the imports can be found in the last row of this input-output table for the row
s = Fo:

IO ( Fo, S , t ) = ∑ PS ( p, Fo, t ).U ( p, S , t )
p

=∑
p

S ( p, Fo, t )
U ( p, S , t )
∑ S ( p , s, t )
s

= ∑ S ( p, Fo, t )
p

U ( p, S , t )
∑ S ( p, s , t )
s

and, since total use equals total supply:

IO( Fo, S , t ) = ∑ S ( p, Fo, t )
p

U ( p, S , t )
∑ U ( p , s, t )
s

S(p, Fo, t) equals imports of product p, M(p,t). In other words, the import of a product is distributed
in proportion to the use of the product.
In chapter 5 it will be shown that this proportional distribution is an important difference with the
method used by the National Accounts Institute20.

20

See also Federal Planning Bureau (2003).
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5.

5.1

Empirical analysis

Technical coefficients versus degrees of dependency

In chapter 2 it is shown that there are no a priori reasons to prefer technical coefficients to degrees
of dependency or vice versa. In this paragraph the two estimators are compared using data
available at the Belgian National Accounts Institute (NAI).
To compute indirect employment we need the following data:
− employment data for the year under review. These data are available at the National
Accounts Institute (NAI). NAI has employment data for the years 1995 to 200321;
− input-output tables or supply-use tables
o NAI has input-output tables for the years 1995 and 200022.
o NAI has supply-use tables for the years 1995, 1997, 1999, 2000;
− the technical coefficient method requires output data ( the α ) for the same years as the
employment data. NAI has output data for the years 1995 to 2003.
Both estimators' performance is measured by comparing their outcomes to a so-called 'right' result.
This 'right' result is considered to be the indirect employment computed using the input-output table
for the year 2000 and employment data for that same year 23. It was shown before that in this case
degrees of dependency and technical coefficients yield the same estimates.
The indirect effects for the year 2000 are estimated for 118 branches using the input-output table
for the year 1995. For each branch the technical-coefficient method and the degrees of
dependency method is applied. The results are shown in table 3. Detailed results for all branches
are shown in annex 1.
Table 3: Performance of the estimators measured by the deviation from the 'right' result
(estimations using the 1995 input-output table)

Average of Absolute Value of Relative Error

Level 1
Technical
Degrees of
Coefficients
dependency
36.57%
39.55%

Standard Deviation

Closer

58.05%

67
Random(p-value)

Average of Absolute Value of Relative Error

8.35%

21
22

23

30

45.70%

64
Random(p-value)

94.14%

All Levels
Technical
Degrees of
Coefficients
dependency
32.54%
36.22%

Standard Deviation

Closer

36.55%

51

34.12%

54
20.37%

84.44%

The number of wage-earners is calculated at a more detailed level (120 industries) than the number of
self-employed (60 industries).
Input-output tables are published for years that are a multiple of five, they are published with a three year
lag (the input-output table for 2005 will for instance be published in 2008). Supply-use tables are
published for every year, also with a three year lag.
The author considers the input-output table for 2000, combined with the employment data for 2000, as the
'right' result, since it does not need any assumption concerning stability of either coefficients or degrees of
dependency. It should be clear, however, that the 'right' result is not necessarily the 'exact' result. The
'exact' result requires that all assumptions underlying the construction of an IO-table come true.
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In table 3 the two estimators are compared to the 'right' result for the first level and for all levels
together.
The first row shows the average of the absolute value of the relative errors, the standard deviation
appears in the second row. The row 'closer' indicates the number of times the estimate is closer to
the 'right' result, i.e. the number of times the estimator has the smallest relative error in absolute
value. The next row gives the probability of having the same level of 'closeness' using a complete
random selection24.
At the first level the average error of the technical coefficients estimator seems to be a little smaller
than the one for the degrees of dependency. However, the t-test does not show a significant
difference.
The level one technical coefficient estimator seems to be more often closer to the 'right' result.
Based on these tests it can be concluded that, for the level one indirect effects, there is a slight
advantage for the technical coefficients estimator. Its more often closest to the 'right' result. On the
contrary, degrees of dependency errors are less volatile.
In case all levels are considered, neither of the two approaches can be considered as 'probably
better'. In that case technical coefficients seem more often closer to the 'right' result, however there
is reasonable chance that this is due to randomness.

5.2

Supply-use tables versus input-output tables

In order to compare the use of a recent supply-use table to the use of the last available input-output
table, estimations based on the supply-use table for the year 2000 are compared to those based on
the 1995 input-output table. Again calculations were made for 118 industries.
The results are shown in table 4.
Table 4: Estimations based on a 'recent' supply-use table versus an 'old' input-output table.
(estimations using the 1995 input-output table and the 2000 supply-use table)

Average of Absolute Value of Relative Error

Level 1
Input-output 1995
Technical
Degrees of
Coefficients
dependency
36.57%
39.55%

Standard Deviation

Closer

58.05%

38
Random(p-value)

Average of Absolute Value of Relative Error
Closer

25

Random(p-value)

99.87%

45.70%

0.19%

Supply-use 2000

48.28%

34.12%

39
5.70%

42.99%

55

All Levels
Input-output 1995
Technical
Degrees of
Coefficients
dependency
32.54%
36.22%
48

34.72%

36.55%

63.62%

Standard Deviation

Supply-use 2000

48.95%

31
56.04%

96.00%

At the first level the average relative error's absolute value using the supply-use table seems to be
lower than the average error using the input-output table. The difference is however not statistically
significant.

24

In other words 8.35% is the probability that at least 67 guesses randomly selected from the available
estimators are closest. As such a low p-value indicates that being closer is not by chance, thus the
estimator might be better. The lower the p-value, the more proof we have in favour of that estimator.
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The supply-use table estimation gives results that are more often closer to the 'right' result then the
use of an old input-output table.
The average error increases for cumulated indirect effects for the supply-use based estimations.
The technical coefficient estimator, using an 'old' input-output table is more often closer to the 'right'
value.
From these observations it seems that the supply-use table estimations on average overestimate
the right result.
However the data are too limited to draw final conclusions. More analysis is needed as additional
input-output tables become available. It is also remembered that input-output tables are published
only every five year with a three year lag, while supply-use tables are published with the same lag,
but for every year.

5.3

Remark

Table 4 shows the results computed using an input-output table versus the ones obtained with a
supply-use table. On average the supply-use table estimations seem to overestimate the 'right'
result. This seems to be due to the repartitioning of imports over the use table (see also 4.2).
Taking for example car manufacturing, it seems that car manufacturers’imports appear to be
higher in the input-output table of the Federal Planning Bureau; and as a result, domestic supplies
to car manufacturers are lower. Therefore, dependency degrees and technical coefficients are also
lower.
As has been pointed out before, the method applied distributes imports proportionally over the use
table. This proportional distribution is applied to both intermediate use and final use. The estimated
input-output table for the year 2000 assigns on average about 60% of imports to final use, whereas
in the Federal Planning Bureau' s table it is only about 45%.
The Federal Planning Bureau uses a different method, based on external trade statistics. It is
described in detail in ' Federal Planning Bureau (2003), "The Use Tables for Imported Goods and
for Trade Margins", February 2003'.
This method is more detailed and probably based on more realistic assumptions. However, it is
also more time-consuming.
As the objective was to quickly estimate an input-output table from a supply-use table, the author
never intended to go into it at great length. However, since two input-output tables (for 1995 and for
2000) are now available, one might try to obtain more precise estimates.
This means that a more detailed approach was required. The only reasonable extension thus is to
assume that the allocation of the imports over the cells of the use table is relatively constant.
Allocation formulae can therefore be derived from the latest available use table for imported goods.
This assumption was verified using the use tables for imported goods from 1995 and 2000. The
repartition of imports over the cells of the use table is far from constant, as is shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1: Repartition of imports over the cells of the use table, 1995 versus 2000

5%

2000

4%
3%
2%
1%
0%
0%

1%

2%

3%

4%

5%

1995

Should the distributive parts be stable, these points would be aligned (the bisector). This is clearly
not the case.
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6.

Conclusion

Technical coefficients and degrees of dependency are defined on the basis of an Input-output
table. The former are well known in input-output analysis, the latter have been used in several
Working Papers published by the National Bank of Belgium.
Through those definitions it is shown how these concepts can be used to compute primary and
secondary effects. These primary and secondary effects should be distinguished from direct and
indirect effects that are defined in chapter three.
Primary and secondary effects are used to analyse the impact of changes in final demand. Direct
and indirect effects measure the importance of the presence of an industry and are not limited to
final demand. They estimate the potential impact of a delocalisation of the industry.
Degrees of dependency may contribute to this kind of impact analysis.
Passing from final demand to total industry output, as is the case for indirect effects, implies double
counting when no further measures are taken. This paper shows how this double counting can be
avoided.
Degrees of dependency were defined elsewhere25. This paper for the first time compares them
formally to the technical coefficients. Furthermore, the paper defines what is meant by 'indirect
effect'.
As to the computation of primary and secondary effects and regarding direct and indirect effects, it
is shown that technical coefficients and degrees of dependency produce the same result when an
up-to-date input-output table is used.
If no updated input-output table is available, the two methods produce different results. There is no
way to determine which of the two methods is more precise. This depends on the validity of the
underlying assumptions. The technical coefficient method assumes constant technical coefficients;
the degrees of dependency method assumes that degrees of dependency are constant.
It is not a priori possible to decide which is the more realistic assumption. It is generally assumed
that technical coefficients are relatively stable, but it is argued that recent trends, such as
outsourcing, globalisation and productivity increases, cast doubts on this assumption. As such,
degrees of dependency are an additional instrument, also for analysing the impact of final demand
changes.
Besides a formal comparison, we also compare the two methods using the data which are now
available. The examples show that technical coefficients are slightly more stable.
In view of recent trends that might have a greater impact on technical coefficients (outsourcing,
globalisation, productivity increases), it is recommended to use both techniques. Major differences
should be analysed in detail. Degrees of dependency seem to be more intuitive.
Both methods are easily implemented in a computer program. Matrix formulae for this purpose are
provided in this paper (see chapter 3). These formulae avoid double counting.
To overcome the lack of recent input-output tables for the Belgian economy one could estimate a
'quick and dirty' input-output table from the most recently available supply-use tables. Chapter 4 of
this paper describes how this might be done.
Since no formal description of the method used by the Federal Planning Bureau is available, a
formal comparison between 'quick and dirty' input-output table applied in this paper and the inputoutput tables compiled by the FPB was impossible. It should be pointed out, though, that the
construction of input-output tables by the FPB is based on more sophisticated methods and
25
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They were also used in Eysackers E. (2000), Coppens F., van Gastel G. (2003).
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probably on more realistic assumptions. Preference should thus be given to the FPB input-output
table. The 'quick and dirty' input-output table should be used for verification purposes only or when
no 'recent' input-output table is available.
Ideally, input-output tables should be constructed more frequently than every five years.
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Annex 1: Indirect employment (in number of persons) estimated using different methods –
results for the year 2000
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Annex 2: Description of industry codes
01A1
02A1
05A1
14A1
15A1
15B1
15C1
15D1
15E1
15F1
15G1
15H1
15I1
15J1
15K1
15L1
16A1
17A1
17B1
18A1
19A1
20A1
21A1
22A1
22B1
23A1
24A1
24B1
24C1
24D1
24E1
24F1
24G1
25A1
25B1
26A1
26B1
26C1
26D1
27A1
27B1
28A1

28B1
28C1
29A1
29B1
29C1
29D1
30A1
31A1
31B1
32A1
33A1

Agriculture, hunting and related service activities
Forestry, logging and related service activities
Fishing, fish farming and related service activities
Other mining and quarrying
Production, processing and preserving of meat and meat products
Processing and preserving of fish and fish products
Processing and preserving of fruit and vegetables
Manufacture of vegetable and animal oils and fats
Manufacture of dairy products
Manufacture of grain mill products, starches and starch products
Manufacture of prepared animal feeds
Manufacture of bread; manufacture of fresh pastry goods and cakes
Manufacture of sugar, chocolate and sugar confectionery
Manufacture of macaroni, noodles, couscous and similar farinaceous products, tea and coffee and other food
products n.e.c.
Manufacture of beverages
Production of mineral waters and soft drinks
Manufacture of tobacco products
Preparation and spinning of textile fibres, textile weaving and finishing of textiles
Manufacture of made-up textile articles, except apparel; other textiles; knitted and crocheted fabrics
Manufacture of wearing apparel; dressing and dyeing of fur
Manufacture of leather and leather products; footwear
Manufacture of wood and of products of wood and cork, except furniture; manufacture of articles of straw and
plaiting materials
Manufacture of pulp, paper and paperboard
Publishing
Printing and service activities related to printing; Reproduction of recorded media
Manufacture of coke, refined petroleum products and nuclear fuel
Manufacture of basic chemicals
Manufacture of pesticides and other agro-chemical products
Manufacture of paints, varnishes and similar coatings, printing ink and mastics
Manufacture of pharmaceuticals, medicinal chemicals and botanical products
Manufacture of soap and detergents, cleaning and polishing preparations, perfumes and toilet preparations
Manufacture of other chemical products
Manufacture of man-made fibres
Manufacture of rubber products
Manufacture of plastic products
Manufacture of glass and glass products
Manufacture of non-refractory ceramic goods other than for construction purposes; manufacture of refractory
ceramic products
Manufacture of cement, lime and plaster
Manufacture of articles of concrete, plaster and cement; other non-metallic mineral products
Manufacture of basic iron and steel and of ferro-alloys
First processing of iron and steel; basic precious and non-ferrous metals; casting of metals
Manufacture of structural metal products; tanks, reservoirs and containers of metal; manufacture of central
heating radiators and boilers; steam generators; forging, pressing, stamping and roll forming of metal; powder
metallurgy
Treatment and coating of metals; general mechanical engineering
Manufacture of cutlery, tools and general hardware; other fabricated metal products
Manufacture of machinery for the production and use of mechanical power, except aircraft, vehicle and cycle
engines
Manufacture of other general purpose machinery
Manufacture of agricultural and forestry machinery; machine tools
Manufacture of domestic appliances n.e.c.
Manufacture of office machinery and computers
Manufacture of electric motors, generators and transformers; electricity distribution and control apparatus;
insulated wire and cable
Manufacture of accumulators, primary cells and primary batteries; lighting equipment and electric lamps;
electrical equipment n.e.c.
Manufacture of radio, television and communication equipment and apparatus
Manufacture of medical and surgical equipment and orthopaedic appliances; instruments and appliances for
measuring, checking, testing, navigating and other purposes, except industrial process control equipment;
optical instruments and photographic equipment; watches and clocks
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34A1
34B1
35A1
35B1
36A1
36B1
36C1
37A1
40A1
41A1
45A1
45B1
45C1
45D1
45E1
50A1
50B1
51A1
52A1
55A1
55B1
60A1
60B1
60C1
61A1
61B1
62A1
63A1
63B1
64A1
64B1
65A2
66A2
67A1
70A1
71A1
71B1
72A1
73A1
73A5
74A1
74B1
74C1
74D1
74E1
74F1
75A3
75B3
75C3
80A1
80A3
80A5
85A1
85B1
85C1
85C5
90A1
91A1
91A5
92A1

42

Manufacture of motor vehicles
Manufacture of bodies (coachwork) for motor vehicles; manufacture of trailers and semi-trailers; parts and
accessories for motor vehicles and their engines
Building and repairing of ships and boats; railway and tramway locomotives and rolling stock; aircraft and
spacecraft
Manufacture of motorcycles and bicycles; other transport equipment n.e.c.
Manufacture of furniture; manufacturing n.e.c.
Manufacture of jewellery and related articles
Manufacture of musical instruments; sports goods; games and toys; other manufacturing n.e.c.
Recycling
Electricity, gas, steam and hot water supply
Collection, purification and distribution of water
Site preparation
General construction of buildings and civil engineering works; erection of roof covering and frames
Construction of motorways, roads, airfields and sport facilities; water projects; other construction work involving
special trades
Building installation
Building completion; renting of construction or demolition equipment with operator
Sale of motor vehicles; maintenance and repair of motor vehicles; sale of motor vehicle parts and accessories;
sale, maintenance and repair of motorcycles
Retail sale of automotive fuel
Wholesale trade and commission trade
Retail trade; repair of personal and household goods
Hotels and restaurants; other provision of short-stay accommodation
Restaurants; Bars; Canteens and catering
Transport via railways
Scheduled passenger land transport; Taxi operation; other land passenger transport
Freight transport by road; Transport via pipelines
Sea and coastal water transport
Inland water transport
Air transport
Activities of travel agencies and tour operators
Cargo handling and storage; other supporting transport activities; activities of other transport agencies
Post and courier activities
Telecommunications
Financial intermediation
Insurance
Activities auxiliary to financial intermediation, to insurance and pension funding
Real estate, renting and business activities
Renting of automobiles; of other transport equipment
Renting of other machinery and equipment
Computer and related activities
Research and experimental development on natural sciences and engineering
Research and experimental development on social sciences and humanities
Legal, accounting, book-keeping and auditing activities; tax consultancy; market research and public opinion
polling
Business and management consultancy activities; management activities of holding companies
Technical testing and analysis; architectural and engineering activities and related technical consultancy
Advertising
Labour recruitment and provision of personnel
Investigation and security activities; industrial cleaning; miscellaneous business activities n.e.c.
Public administration, excluding defence and social security
Defence activities
Compulsory social security activities
Education
Education, public services
Education, other non market
Human health activities
Veterinary activities
Social work activities, market
Social work activities, non market
Collection and treatment of sewage, other waste
Activities of membership organizations, market
Activities of membership organizations, non market
Motion picture and video activities; Radio and television activities
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92B1
92B5
92C1
92C5
92D1
92D5
93A1

Other entertainment activities, market
Other entertainment activities, non market
News agency activities
Other cultural activities
Sporting activities, market
Sporting activities, non market
Other service activities
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